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tttcnt image is a visual representation of a printed
o a journal article page, a magazine cover, a

IEge, etc. Typically, it consists of blocks of text,

line drawings, and symbolic icons. A digital
p is a two-dimensional array representation of a

tadsr and sentencei that are intenpersed with half
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Figure l. An example of a document image.
information can then be utilized to discrfuninate between blocl$.
Methods for deriving the blocks can take advantage of the fact
that the structural elements of a document, i.E., columns,
paragryphs, titles, figures, lines of text, syinboli, etc., are
generally laid outin rectangular blocks aligried parallel to the
horizontal and vertical axes ofthe page. -
Document Understanding Components

Document undersAnding involves tlre use of several types
of knowledge inclu4ing visual, spatial, arrd linguistti.' ta
determining-objects from the brykground, say, by tfiresholding
or by edge detection and grouping, the paranieten necessary t6
perf.ormsuch operations consdtute visual knowledge. Labeling
regions involves the use of spatial knowledge, e.i., the layoft
of a typical_document. Detdrmining the fo:nt an-d identity of
characters also involves spatial know-ledge, i.e., the structur; of
texlu{ symtols, words, and the distinguishing characteristics of
each font. Reading words in bluned oi poorli rcgistered text, is
a process that involves spatial as well as linguisEc knowledge,
e.g., lexicon of acceptable words. Determining the role oi i
bloct.of text, .e.9., "is,this a titTe?," is a prdess requiring
lpatial, syntactic as well as semantic knowledge. ConsidlerabG
interaction_among different types of kno-wledge may be
necessary. For instance, pqigning a role to a textual regiorrmay
reqyirg not only knowledge of spatial layout, but- also air
a$y.si9.of is bxtualsyntax and semantics, and an interpreation
ofneiglboring pictorial and iconic regions.

. The various processes necessary for docrment analysis are

$]own-in Fig.. 3. lhe task has been divided into three ihases.
Phase I consists of two steps: optical scanning and digiiization
and binarization. Phase 2 consists of block seemendtion and
labeliog.. t g fr-ot! of phase 2 is a set of refions (possibly
overlapping) labeled as text, graphics, half-toni, erc.'phase 3
consists of seve',a! parallel operations for processing text,
graphics,- and h4f-tooe images. Document understinding
involves feedback paths not shown in Fig. 3.

rltP rs a ofa
4cobained
Lrd coov do

by optically scanning and raster
zd copy documenl It may also be an electronic
,rrs crcated in that form, say, for a bit-mapped

[rcr printer. An example of a document image is
Ercl.i tge understanding (or simply, document

r a goal orienled problem that may involve
otocraDhs (which is a visiaz problem).
b a goal orienled

l5oographs (which is a visiaz problem),Ihotographs (whrch ls a vrsron problem).

- (which. may involv.e natur-al language
interpreting line drawings such as graphs, in
b interactions of the different components iscomponents isfuinteractions of the
Sore examples of document understanding

m hEgrate the pictorial content of a newspaper
rflamoanving narrative title. (ii) determine theing narrative title, (ii) determineeqqpanymg narrahve'

tin address on a colorfirln address on a colorfirl magazine cover: it is
adqientthe mostplausible textual block, o-'-t it has the correct syntax, and (iii) make
motated.x-y plot.
dcrsanding implies the correctrccognition of
Ent comDonents- The rccosnition has to beEt components. The recognition has to be

fth level components such as columns and
Ias in teirrs of low level components such as
Ite case of text; curyes, rectangles, and solids

and image regions in case of half-tone

clrsis is the task of deriving a high level
cmEnts of a document image. The spatial

can be represented in several ways.
n of the image of Figure 1 are shown in
ft- a analogical representatio-n-that gives the

including paragraphs and the second is a
ation in the form of a partial semantic

G represent document entities and arcsqL Each of them assumes blocks as units
lbe associated with deails like size, shape,
lirels and texture information. This
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ABSTRACT
/f rEihl document image is an optically scanned and
dryesentation of aprintedpage thatconsisb of blocls

to achieve an end result. We examine several
rc nbproblems in document understanding tasks. The
lr rmge from pixel processing issues to symbolic
xning to global control

hdrawings, half-tone pictures, and icons. Document
dastanding is a goal-oriented problem involving
f d interpreting differsnt blocks and coordinating the
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Figure 2. Document image rcpresentations.
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scanned as three gray level images with red (R),
blue (B) filtets. A colored i
bit map bybrt map by approxrmate
to extract rcgions of a 1

colored image can be r

imate methods. Color
to extract regions of a particular color. Thus if
were to deterrnine the address label which is knov
then one ean focus only on the white regions
further featurc tests (e.g., rectangularity, presence

Resolution
Scan reSolution is of importance in

understanding. Scanning resolutioil for text and
can be decided as follows. The width of a typi,
stroke is about 0.2mm (0.008 inch), with some
sfrokes up to about 1mm; a l0-point character
0.5mm (0.014 inch) between ascender and des0.5mm (0.014 inch) between ascender and descr
sampling rate of 240ppi corresponds to about
which guarantees that at least one pixel will fall ot
stroke; this resolution corresponds to 33 pixels
ascender and descender lines. In the case of
drawings tlte minimum.line width is
Thus the minimum resolution needed is

3. BLOCK SEGMENTATION
Approaches for segmenting document imagr

may be roughly divided into techniques that arc
bottom-up. Top-down techniques divide the dr

Figure 3. Document Understanding Components.

2. ': SCANNING AND BINARIZATION
An optically scanned document image is usually an integer

(gray-valued) array; it is obtained by a process of spatial
sampling and simultaneous conversion of light photons to
eleciric signals. A high-resolution bir map is sufficient to
capture shides of gray in the eye ofthe human perceiver (such
images are called half+one). An optically scanned document
image can be converted into a bit map by a global thresholding
operation: pixel values below the threshold are deemed to be
black (value 1) and those above deemed white (value 0). The
threshold itself can either be predetermined or calculated from
the image histogran5 e.g., the valley of a bimodal histogram.

A global threshold, i.e., one that'applies to the entire
irnage, may sometimes be impossible to obtain due 0o varying
background color. One solution is adaptive*resholding which
is to compare the gray value of the pixel to the average of the
gray values in some neighborhood about the pixel. If the pixel
is significantly darker than the neighboring pixels, it is called
black; otherwise it is white. One such adaptive thresholding
algorithm [14] that is appropriate for a printed document
considers a 9 x 9 region around a pixel (x, y). The central 3 * 3
region including (x, y) is called 41 and four 3 x 3 regions 8-

ionnected to 41 are jointly called 42. The average pixel value of
A1 is compared to the weighted average pixel value of 42. The
idea in choosing the regions in this manner is that of a black
pixei that is part of a line of text should only be compared o the
white spaces above and below the line.

Color
A document with significant coloted regions is usually

major regions which are further divided into

3.1. Top-Down Approaches
We will describe three top-down

projection profile cuts, and the Hough t
Smearing

The smearing technique [24] involves
as black/white images A run-length smearing a

then operates on the image under which any
(l's) which are less than a certain threshold r
into a continuous stnearn of dark pixels. White
left unchanged. For example, if the input
0001 100000f 100100001 and the value of r was 3
of the RLSA on this sequence would be

I 1 1 l 1000001 1 l 1 100001.

by-column, yielding trvo
then combined by apolyin

The RLSA is first applied row:by-row and
,lumn. yieldine two distinct bit maps. The tbit milps. fhe

thencombined by applying a logical AND to each
The resulting RLSA image contains a smear wl
'material appears on the original image. The
in the fwo directions need not be the same. The
expected to yield blocks each ofwhich should
type ofdata (text, graphics, half-tonq etc.).

Projection Profile Cuts
Based on the observation that printed pages

made up ofrectangular blocks, apage can be recun
rectangular blocks. Thus the document is represe
of a free cif nested rectangular blocks. The appli
based on the configuration of the pixels. A "local" 1
is applied to horizontal and vertical "profiles" to
peaks (corresponding to thick black or white gaps)peaks (corresponding to thick black or white gaps)
cuts are placed; it is loc4l in that the width is deter
nesting level of the recursion, e.9., gaps between
thicker than tlose between lines [11, 25].

They often use knowledge about document struct
the layout is in the form of rectangular blocts.
methods progressively refine the data by laye
operations. Although no practical system takes a poperatons. Although no practrcal system takes
every system can be identified as being predo
with one of the two philosophies.
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qlEseoted as a tree. An X-Y tee, is obtained by usiug
Ihimntal or vertical partitions at alternating levels of the tree.
@ rmt represents the entire'page and can beconsidered either a
dirde horizontal or vertical partition. The succeeding nodes,
,nl fually the leaves are obtained by a process of alternating
lhtrrrtal and vertical cuts. The number of horizontal or vertical
ffidaced at each level is variable, so the resulting tree is not
fhrt- A node that represents a horizontal (vertical) partition
lb e set of descendents that represent a complete vertical
muifor t) tessellation of the parent node.

/frff Transform
A document typically contains several sraight lines.

frm ad tables contain solid lines" Line drawings, e.g., block
ftgps, predominantly have sraight lines. Columns of text
Ifrrtqmat€d by sraight rivers of white space. Text usually
lrfoB of several parallel textured thick lines.

possible. In a bottom-up technique it is usually necessary to
determinewhether a connected componeot is a part of: text, line
drawing, or threshold region of a half-tone picture. Possible
features for performing th,is classilication are: size, branching
structure, topology, and shape measures.

Size
A commonly used method is to determine the size of a

component, by counting the number of pixels, and consider it
not to be a character if it lies within a range. A disadvantage of
this method is that the size of characters has to be known
beforchand, which is not always possible. However, size is a
useful fust feature.

me Hough transtorm rs a technlque Ior detectmg
I - ically rcpresentable forms, e.g., sfraight lines, in noisy

lhy imrges. It involves transforrning each black pixel (r, y)
ffi aicinal imase into a curve in the oarametric soace. In fhe

The Hough transform is a technique fgr detecting

re aiginal image into, a curve in the parametric space.

mdderccting straight lines the transformation used is K: .x

mf + y sin T. For each point (xi )i), T is varied from 0 to "I
tre corresponding curve in the (K, ?) space. An array
mlators is set up by quantizing values of K and ?. The

corresponding to values.of (& T) yielded by the
t are incrernented by one, It can. easily be shown

ints are collinear dong the line specified by parameters
then each such point (x; y) will necessarily increment

(Ko,Td. Thus each value in the accumulator array Figure 4. The Hough Transform a-'i. i::irit.ior arfily. Text lines
appear as a series of peaks in the 0' column.

Branching Structure
The leometrical complexity of an object can be measured

in terms ofthe number of linear components (branches) that the
figure is composed of. If the complexity is high.then the object
iiprobably p-art of a line drawing, half- tone picture, or form,
i.e., it coniains too flrany branching structures to be a prinled
character. An algorithm can be designed .to determine
geometrical compleiity of several comlnnents while theimage.is
icanned raster fashion. This is done by keeping track of the
several compoflents in each line and their corrnectivity with
respe,ct to coiqrponents in the previous line. A description of
eaclh connected component corisisting of, say, its si"s, location,
horizontal and veriical extents is maintained. Clusters.of
structures of similar type can then be identified. An example of
this clustering approiih is shown in Figury 5. rA pass is 1qd9
on the binary data o determine all co-nnected components, which
are individrial characters. On the basis of proximity, size and"

other features the characters are merged ino lines [2].

Topology- -'-ttr'itopotogical 
properties of a component are useful in

determining if it'is a charicter. The-Eulei number of a binary
image is definea as the number of components- minus the

"r"iuet 
of hobs. Fsr a component which is a character the

f"fii 
"o*U"t 

is one (1), zero (0), or negative one (-1)'. A fast

algorithm can be desilriid for computing the Euler number of a
biiarv imase. Moreienerally,,thi: adjacency tree of a binary
imag6 contiins all topo=logical information (Figure 6).

C-ontrol for Bottom-Itp Grouping
The order of application of different operators can be based

on their complexity, e.9., most characters'can be quickly
determined by their component size. However if characters
touch a line, as often in the case of line drawing graphics, the
characters have to be segmented from lines. One technique for
segmenting characters from line structures is to deternrine the
high neighborhood line density (M-D) areas in the line
structures [8]. Such arcas are candidates.

lqlods to the strength of evidence for a straight line with
,mcsponding parameters. For a 512 x 512 irnage, K
E srtErd frorn -368 to +368 (This value is arrived at by
dry &e origin of the (& 7) space to be at the center of the
:5L11 image and hence the maximum value of K is 256 *

Ib rccumulator array resulting from applying the Hough
h to a portion of the documeflt image of Figure 1 isto a portion of the document image
i Figure 4. The portion corresponds to the "absEact" in
column. In general the aray can be checked for the

orientation which has the maximum number of
to and from a minimum. value. Transitions

to text arc usually regular and.uniform io width.
!,rE easy to identify. In the case of text containing both
d lower case, they register a maximum value at the
hc of the characters and slightly lower values
trg o the ascenddr and descender lines. Textual lines

'property that there are "white" lines perpendicular
ing and ending columns and this informatio^n can be

line orientations. First, the number of vertical
L a page needs to be determined because a multi-
q may not have any (K,7) orientation with low
$@uently, the spacings between the text lines can
hd, m the basis of the average width of significant (K,
fuaparticular ?.

distance histograms along the line and its
h orientation can be used to get the inter-word and

ffrrffnces. By incorporating these, the thresholds for
smearing algorithms can be derived and big

can be grouped together flfl.
Up Approaches

m-up analysis is based on successive steps of
tof the input image. The image is first processed to
frc individual connected components. At the lowest

there would be individual characters and other
In the case of text the eharacters are merged into
are merged into lines, lines into paragraphs and

into even larger blocks, if such a merging is
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Fieure 5. Bottom-up grouping technique. Character blocks are

-JrgeO into words, ioras into lines, erc. using a clustering
technique.
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Fisure 6. Adiacencv tree: (a) input graphics, (b) outermost
.o"*pon"nt al, 1c; inner compontnt 711, and (d) complete

adjacenry hee.

the application of different operators for bottom-up
grouping cante coordinated by a production systen Examples
of specilic rules in such a system arc:
if - 

connected components [c]'s size [s] is larger than r,

then the component is graphics with likelihood L1,

if neighborhood line density (NLD) on graphics i! high,
then the-high NLD area is a character area with likelihood/2.

A sketch of contol flow follows:
1. Size, position, and direction data of every connected

component is collected-
2. The-components are classified accordlng to size into

graphics,-characters, and noise and their likelihoods are
determined. {3. Character components are grouped together as character
areas using vector distance rules.

4. High NLD areas in.graphics components are.separated out as

chararters too"ntng'iinis unia their likeiihoods are

determined-
5. ff ano*rer character exists near the touching character area its

likelihood value is increased.

O. ftte i"t-off part in a faded line is repaircd

4. LABELING
Blocks determined by a segmentation process usually need

to be labeled in a subsequent step. There are several tecl
for classifying a given block into ooe of a small

The next step is to classify each block
nL This is done by computing several fe

predetermined docunent categorie.s.

Statistical Approach
Simultaneously .with comporent coloring, the

measurements are taken: total number of black
segmented block, minimum r-y coordinates of a
x-y lengths, total number of black pixels in the ori
for the block, and number of lorizontal white-blacl
x-y lengths, total number of black pixels in the original
for the block, and number of lorizontal white-black ru
in the original image block

sr

-rEw
,tug]

contenl This is done by several features
block from thc above measurcments and then using
pattern classifier. The features computed are: the ht
block, its eccentricity, the ratio of the numbbr of black
the area of the surrounding, rectangle, and the mean
length of the blackruns in the original data fromthe b

A block is determined to be text if it is a textured
mean height H ^ allrd mean length of black run
distribution of values in the R-I/ plane derived from
documents are observed to determine the discriminant

11. These values are then used to classify the various
using the following pattern classifrcation scheme that
linear separability:
. Text:

if R<C21 ,fl-and HcCy2*l':^,
. Horizontal solid black lines:

if R > C21x R,, and H <Cy2 , Ha,
. Graphic and lfalf-tone images:

if E> 1 lC23 aod HrCZZ*H*and
. Vertical solid black lines:

if E<11C23 alnid H>Cy*H^.
Distance Mapping S.hape Measure

A shape mcasure for deermining whether a
cter, line drawing, or thresholded gray-le'gray-levelcharacter, line drawing, or

Low R and II values represent regions containing
determine the threshold values of RandII that defro
region in the R-H plane, an adaptive method is usr

method estimates R^,H* and the standad deviation

follows [22]. Given a connected component S first a
is computed for each pixel of S as follows. Disti
func{on of the two Cartesian coordinates r, y ((x, y)

an angle g measured from thex axis (0" < I 180" ). It
as the length of a line segment 8182 that passes

point (a y) of S and makes an angle g with the
two opposite border points 81, 82 of S are such
segment B"B2 is entirely inside S. Thrce distance

D,,,;o(x,r; = minglala y , g)1, or the length of
chord through (x, y),

D 
^o* 

(x, y) : maxg[d(x, y, g)], or the
longest chord through (a y), and D""" (x, y) = D.
Dao(x, y)-

These mappings reflect geometrical propertit
within binary images. By averaging D.; within
minimumborderto borderdisance dmin can be
provides a fairly good estimate for the mean line
line shaped pattems. To discriminate between
pattems and more compact ones, he average of D"",
useful measure. Similarly,.dmax reflects the mean
border to border distance.

Further shape factors are desirable: d^;ocai

90

derive a shape factor which equals one for the



nrern, an ideal cirrcle, and is greater than one in all other cases:

Jt = A / dz^;owith Ct = 16 t 9r n continuous space (or
mber of pixels in disscrete space). This global measure
dccb the "line shapeness" of pattern, i.e., their compactness
ilcpendent of A more specific characterization can be obtained

El"=4ltt space (1.2.388 in discrete space)
nLbh is invariant with respect to the size of the pattern. Unlikc
ffirfz is capable of discriminating a straight line from an L-
S4ed line having about an equal number of pixels and about.!,-l line-thickness.

bdvriting versus Print Discrimination
Given a region that contains either printing or cursive

mdpt, a method can be devised to determine its nature by
&crving regularities of white-to-black and black-to-white
lffiitions. Figure 7 illus6ates.

ru'{str<^ \aryt oo,:p r..ru(a B'{. {4. a{r
^rr^Yt^ 

4d'^ at

following type:
. linc of characters: sequence of adjacent character blocks of

some heighg separated- by charactei-segmenting rule,
. paragraph: sequence of blocts of line-of-character of same

length, separated by line finding rule,
. column: large blocks with approximaely equal frequenry of*1" and "0" pixels, and
r photo: sequence of paragraph blocks of same width,

separated by paragraph-cutting rule.
For a completp cqrsistent set of nrles, the labeling process

has worst case complexity equal to the product of the number of
blocks and the number of labels.

5. GRAPHICS PROCESSING
Line drawings and tables are commonly encountercd in

documents. Their analysis involves a raster to vector
conversion. The aim of a rastef, to vector process is !o convert a
binary pixel representation of line-work into a connected set of
segments and nodes. A segment is typically a primitive such as
a straight line or a parametric curve. Staighl lines in vector
form are specified by their start positions, extent, orientation,
line width, pattern, etc. There have been several different
approaches to v€ctorization, including: pixel- based thinning,
run-length based vectorization, and contour-based axis
computation.

Pixel-based thinning algorithms require multiple passes
through the data set. During each pass object pixels are deleted
la.sed on local neighborhood criteria. Such methods gradually
thin thereby thinning the image down to uoit width (Figure 8).
A single pass algorithm could be obtained by using a set of local
3 x 3 operators and applying them in a quasi-parallel manner to
g€ngate a marked skeleton; quasi-parallel application means
dividing the image into four disjoint sub-imagEs and applyrng
the operators to each sub-image in tum [5]. These techniques are
slgw as they operate on individual pixels ralher than on groups
of pixels. Also a lot of time is wasted in lmking at white pixels
more than once; only about ten percent of the pixels on any page
of text ate black and hence this wastage is quite considerable.

Run-length based vectorization [15] differs from pixel-
based thinning in that the image does not go through multiple
passes to Eetata thinned image of unit width. Instead, v@tols
are drawn with certain approximations resulting in this. The
method aims at this by tracking the black segments along scan
lines and using aggregates of such segments to operatc upon.
The algorithm achieves the objective by converting the inputrun
length encoded image into a graph and analyzing the graph. The
graph also has information which could be used o provide many
more useful features for character recognition. It is found that
this rnethod works better for lines perpendicular rather than
parallel to scan lines. The complexity of pixel based thinning is
of the order of the number pixels. The complexity of run-length
based thinning is approximately of the order of the number of
run length code segments.

- Some problems that need to be specially examined are
handling,of dotted lines, determining end fioints of lines,
effectiveness of thinning, determinatioi of vector intersectiori
and curve fitting versus piecewise linear approximation. Issues
in undentanding of graphics are discussed in [3, 4, 10].

6. TEXT RECOGNITION
A_text recognition or reading technique takes an image of

text and_maps lt inlo an ordinal machine representation, e.g.,
ASCtr. Methods of reading text can be divided into two relatEd
but distinct categories: isolated character recognition and
character recognition in context. When the typeC of font are
kqgy_n ? priory, or when few fonts are encouniered, a highly
reliable isolated characer recognition technique can be designed.

a, i,L ,r,-a-.
trr',. l-* ,q
lu 2-
A.r*t, /. s" szl

7. Printed text can be distinguished from cursive
by determining regularities: (a) printed text and

of black-white tansitions in ve:rtical direction, (b)
rript and corresponding histograrn

the horizontal direction. The histogram is obtained
the number of such transitions that occur for each

Ibe method involves computing several filter histograms
! tst region. One example of a filter is a white-to-black
tin separated from another white-to-black aansition by z

e feature vector or by extracting an appropriate feature
the histogram.

Approach
r[ oethod of associating labels like line-of-characters,

title, author, abstract, text column$ or text lines,
photo, etc., to the blocks on the basis of their extent,

'nd relative position is then needed. This can be done

a- Different histograms are obtained by considering a

"black transition separated from a black-to-white
in the horizontaUvertical directions. The histograms

text tend to have several regular peaks while
tends not to have such peaks. Thus the test

me of classifoing the histogram as regular/iregular.
ification can be done either by feating the histogram

rased expert system that uses a knowledge-base
layout and composition rules for specific classes of
[11]. Using physical (syntax) information, the rule-
m proceeds on its labeling of the blocks (refered to
)- These rules can determine line-of-characters.
columns, photos etc. using concepts of widih,
number of cuts, number of siblinss at a particularr, numberof cuts, number of siblings at a particular

other such related information. Rules are of the



resultant is guaranteed to be in the le;
cofltextual information into the character
leads to better performance than the two
character recognition followed by error <

third approach is to extract features from
attempi to chssifu it using a lexicon orga
A simple set of features are used in a first
a neilhborhood of words and a more
discriririnates between a small subset of char

6.3. Type Font Analysis
A document analysis system rceds to

text of different fonts. In the terrrinology of

italic versus roman.
The task of character recognition is

if the font is determined ahead of reco
characters is due to two sources: the type fo

1!-". l"eullSpf"b:1"T sereral fgrtc F:letter, say "B," is different in each font. l

one type font certain aspects of the style of
to the stylistic aspects of the other

is a collection of upper and lower case
characters of one particular typeface, s

wneface determines the overall design of r

The style refers to the average stroke width
boldface versus lighface (normal), and the gFigure 8. Example of Thinning Line Drawings.

Isolated character recogniiion involves extracting a set ot
predetermined features fronthe character image. The features
used are chosen for their ability to discriminate between classes.
For instance, character height in millimeters is useful for
distinguishing between lower case lettors wir} ascenders, (e.9.,
b, d, h, k, l, t). and letters withouq (e.9., a, c, e,lL o, r, s, u,
v, w, x, y, z). Thus tlp character is regarded as a point x in a
multi-dimensional feahre space. Classifrcation is accomplished
by using discriminant funcdons which effectively partitions the
fiature- space; typically each class i has an associated
discriminant funcdon di ar.dx is assigned to the class that

maximizes d; (i). The discriminant functions d;, or their
parameters, are determined statistically from a large set of
iamples during a training phase. Character recognition
techniques quite often use only binary-valued features. since
they lead o s-implerfeature reprcsentation and discriminants

6.1. Isolated Character Recognition
Typical of such a method is one [1fl t4at treats a _b_lnary

characiei image on a 16 x 16 grid as a 256-element binary
feature vector r . The classifier uses second order polynomial
discriminant functions derived using least mean squared emor
considerations. The form of the discriminant function is: d; =
a\i + aiyl + 42iy| + ... + amilm, where yi are either

components of x or poducts of pairs of components. Since the

number of such terms is large, (i.e., 256 +256C2), only a subset

is used- Approximately m = 1200 is determined where the pairs
of pixels are treuristicitty chosen. In the 16 x 16 raster field,
mo?e pain are chosen at tlre center than in fre periphery. The set
of coefficients aji are represented as a matrix A of size k x m.
Thus the computation of the t discriminant functions can _be
expressed as the matrix multiplication: dlk x 1l = Afk x mf .

ylm x 1l . The index of the member of d which is closest to
unity is the class to which the input is assigned"

6.2. Character Recognition in Context
In most printed documenm characters hardly ever appear in

isolation. Several approaches to recognizing characters in
context are known [19]. Contextual information is usually in the
form of a lexicon of acceptable words. It can also be in the form
of n-grams, i.e., legal letter types, or letter transition
probabilities.- 

One approach is to recognize charactem ofwords and then
post proce#lcorrect) any eiors by using a lexicon of words
and a distance measure between words. Another approach is to
use lexical information to limit the number of possibilities in
recognizing individual characters to find the nearest word This
is done by weighting the choices for a given character by (i) is
occurrenie in the lexicon and (ii) its frcquency of occurrence in
the text. Thus the unlikely choices are eliminated and the

the lower left sides of "B" and "D." By
withio which this repetition of stylistic a
be expressed explicitly,-it can be used sr

The role of language in the recogniti
has been little explored beyond the wo
describe a linguistic approach to rccognize
dimensional block of text is an address.
parse tre€ is obtained. The method exploit
in its analysis, i.e., the space between

the recognition algorithm, e.g., knowing
procedure for that font can be applied.

Determining the stylistic consister
involves fmding elements such as serifs
relationships to strokes to which they are
for type font analysis considering only
taken from the Roman and sans-serif fan

6.4. Linguistic Analysis

important. , g
In determining the destination a

image with several two-dimensional

perform this syntax analysis by
subelements of the block of tesubelements of the block of text and
representing the labeling of the
identilies words corresponding to the
street name. amons others. Severalstreet name, irmong
been made to a standard Augmented
parser [18] including word
analy*9,. and hpgnsti-c parslnC.

This module takes as input a
(subsequently called a sentence
of ACStr characters, is then preprocessed
of horizontal blocks before each word a
information as lexical features of the iq
preprocessing operation is performed ti
spacrng between lines in the block butwith
recorded as a special word ilnsertr;d dt
the input and later handled as another
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I€hrrn address.
D ddrcss recognition module incorporates the four

described below:

6€o it is a scpfi:atff betcrccn 6e city {, stltc.oage' Aiso, if I
,"* fire 

",otif 
is oresent" Oreir it is niost likely tre termination of

h multiple word fhrase such as a city, sta-te, or street name'

The grammar, in addition o containing arcs representing

tfreUouom"two tinei of a standard address also contains heUristic

"rf"r 
foi a"t""tire and skipping other possible input lines' That

iJ, ir tt" iirst *oIa on a liie ii a persbnal title.(Dr.' Mr',.Ms',
IviG,; Mts.), ot a personal fust name, thel the remainder of
th;lil *ouid t" ifnored. Another skip-nins rule is for the

J"te"Aon of a standid presort codes usually present on the top

line ofan address block.- - -Fot i tint*ce block to be parsed as an address region,
."uet"l constituents must be iaen-tified. For instance,-if more

Ifr* on" iin" is present in the add-ress region, then the
ciw/state/sip line rirust start on a new line. Another necgssar-y

"iJ*J.ir"i 
a block to be parsed as an address block is the

o.oerrce of a state name foliowed by a zip code (either on the

iame input line of on the following input line).----- 
i.li; gramrna., initially, malies one pa91 throgsh the i.nput'

utt"*ffiflto to"ate a possibie state name-. If a stats name is not

iirrai OE" ttre parse will faiL lf, however, a state name is

io""a, tt 
"n 

ttte stite name and line number are recordedfor later

;;;til-a iiecona pass is made ttuough the input utilizing
i mo.e rof,ust grammar for detection of other constituents' 'r'hrs

i."fi-ini,t" aEt"ction of the state name provides an efficient
il;;i;'d"C"ting 

" 
necessary component o-f the address and

iiar""i ttti .ompitational coJt of p-arsing the entire address

rcgion.
Lexicon----- fn" lexicon contains generally five different types of
entries corresponding O the s-treet, city, and state namqs' sheet

ti"*o.as (su'ctr as iuenue, street; cirtle, parkway), aq$ gther
kevwords most often present in the address reglon ot mail preces

;6h;;-fi;ooai oi*es and titles' As wqs mentioned
;;i.*l'i. th" lexicon need not contain all possible street and

5il;;;J Uri p-.tii 
"f 

an input sentence blocks containing

t#;:.fti"i'riiii"i of streei names would result in weak

parses.
The erdmmar entails 106 states, 178 arcs, and a small text

f"*icon wficf, *ntui"J ta8 unique words with entries for all 50
'.i^iJt 

f"tA tf,"ir abbreviations), 32 cities, 20 sreet names' and

ifi;JiHworai. io joag" the effectiveness of the kevword

ilp;;;;i;iritii"g i""itv name, the Dir9gt9-rv^ 9f Post offrces

6"oicii auti uase ival uiea. A total of 25,630 on w9r{- 9itv^
names were encountered ;ith over thfuty percent (7'8a3) of
irr*iJ-"iw ,r*ii *a.a in the above mention-ed lerers' For two

;;i;iil;;i. iilt cities were encountered with over
.!u"";-w:?o* p"""iitr (sjizziiii tt ese having first or last words

;'th;;'" it*tl"".a iu.ve ror rwo word city names' This shows

ttrui tft"i" pitt*s are a,good indication of a city.name, howeve-r'

i"itioe;,it also done tico-prre the number 6f English words

i-"-ariftiii* *"t"tial) that would be wrongly mapped ino a city
iiame Uasei on these'rules. Using the Brown Corpus contamrng

ffiE.i-il"gtfih;;.dt, a total'of onlv 79 (018qo)-English
*.iia. -irci"a the one word patterns' A comparison of the two

word pattern was not iossi'Ute with the lait of contextual

information in the corPus.**"iil-ffi"s 
oi.i inprt sentencewhichhas been pceptgd

using the gra.-ut und-I"*icon is shown below, where the

oi"oiocessEa input sentences are also stored in the parse tree as
'the'fost ele*enf using the form mentioned above'

(address(inPut-sentence*liz+'tLiruin 
@2 n l.ljava n l'l v 1.11s21021 l;F1281)

(line starts (00)))
i.""tirr rwdra rti w+ 1 w4 0 w1 0 w1 1 w4 1 w1 0 wl-0w1'0wl 

I w50wl0w4))
(line (L9 2L23))))

(prepass (itatesi(state (state-name (new york))

e block in initially segmented and passed to this
rrcognition unit, eltaneous printed material .ay b"
ttu dre block. This is dealt wlth by adding heuristic

t4qcribed below) to the grammar which will allow
arching of the beginning 

-of 
each line and rcsult in the

rir of the remalnder of the text line suing the
HTOarc [18].
x block contains an ambiguous address, then the
rill be a parse tree reprEsenting all possible
aios of the block

t will not perform context matching between the city,
d stEet riame with the five of nine digit zip code.

chccking is also not Performed between other
ats of the address since it is not a necessary

lclow is a oartial inDut to the parser after the inihal
d physicdl spaces'in the input to lexical features

fa a text block to be an address block.

riih the words.

. buffalo)

derwords.

- city)
ftErts. 1)

@d-space3)
Gft-margin-space 3)
(trymargin space 0)
(rrord-length 7)
ftight-margin-space 29)
Sine-lcngth 32))

rycing is present in the input, then the block will be

;ie 6e iirsertion of a new line word of the form:

@mar corresponding to the bottom two lines of a
&ess has includes the structures of the PO box,

ild state fields as well as the five (or nine) digit zip
grammar is complicated by the possible presence of
r between words and the spatial information
above. Sometimes the punCtuation and spatial
is important. For instance, if a comma is present,
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(puncts (.1 l.D)))
(level (01)))
((steet-line gteet-number 11241D (direction nil)

gtoet-narne rrain) (sreet-keyword nil)
-. -(apatment nil) (puncn nil) greet-guess nil))
(bottom-line (ciry (city name (north java)

(pars 2 @uncts (.ltril)) Guess t))
Gtate (sratc-name (newyorD) (puncts (.1 l.D)
(zip (ziplocation after-sate)

(ninezip 
| 15 1m4l28D (frvezip nil))).

7. PICTURE PROCESSING
. . + document image undenanding system needs to integate

trre intonnation contained in photographs with the information
contained in other fields such as wiih tfie text and line drawings.
Often an understanding of the photographs is critical-to
understanding the narrative. Deriving descriptions of the
contents of-phoographs is the subject of-many computer vision
projects today.

8. CONTROL STRUCTURES
The coordination of several processes is of central

importance in a document understanding system. The coatrol
structure allows theapplication of thc appriryriate process. For
mstance, therc may be more than one way of binarization. The
method to be applied is detennined by the-contnol structute.

Several efforts owards desigiring control structures for
document understanding are descriSed (8,9, L2,231. Amethod
based on production systems aad blackboard communication
first proposed in the conJext of speech understanding holds
pro.mise for document understanding.

The mechanism descdbed ia [8] is based on a production
systerl When the production system needs data the rirechanism
causes the appropriate module-to start collectins data- In this
mechanism each connected component is feated-as a data unit.
An array, which is a specialized blackhoard is used for the
read/write area in both the production system and program
modules. The blackboard is made up from three planes of
ide,ntically sized arrays. Dat4 indicators, and prrograrq modules
names and arguments are respectively stored in these planes.
Data concerning positions, size, likelihood, and attri6utes for
connect compotrents are stored in the first data plane. The
indicator plane indicarcs whether or not the value in the
corresponding position in the first plaae has aheady been
collected- When the production system requircs some data for
matching, tre indicator is checked firsr If the desircd data has
already been collected, the values in tk data plane are
tansferred to the productior systert. In the case where the data
has not yet been collected, the program module stored in the
third plane is activated and its function is carried out. The
program module function deterrrines the data and forwards the
values to the data array.

Advantages of using production systems in document
understanding are:
. casy to apply either an additional technique to an object that

is hard to interpret with only one technique, or a retry
prccess having modified parameters,

. processing knowledge is expressed as rules, thus software
maintenance (e.g., modi$ing or patching of a program)
becomes easier, and

. as the processing is not carried out over the entire picture
uniformly, but ooly in necessary segments, high efficiency
is obtained.

An Expert System
A production sysEm that is organized with different levels

of production rules that perforrr an analysis of a document
image, and interpret and classiS the various regions ofprinted
matter on the document is given in [2]. The contnol flow is as

follows: the documeat is first digitized and
imagc is segmented to obtain data about
regions in the document. This data inc
properiles 1e.g., fiape, sile, aspect ratio,
identilied rrgions, as well as the spatial n
the various identified regions in the dor
control sfiucture then uses the knowledge
data, and attempts to arrive at a consistent cl
of the identified regions, or blocks. The

conclusions. Thus, the system makes
different intermediate conclusions and chain
the rules in order to test the hypothcses.

hypothesis, some other hypotheses may
must first be tested before the originil
considered to be justified. Thus, an-e
chaining processes are set up, and the
satisfactory conclusion when all these
completion
The Knowledge Basc

The knowledge base consisB of a set

rff€rence engrne. lnese operauons c
:ntation of the image, color fillering, ft
A goal-driven (op-down) approach is

segmenation of the

which uses a hypothesize-and+Est strategy
conclusions. Thus. the system makes

of the inference

conclusions. s, the

blocks. From such known facts about
images, rules are constructed that can be
engine b make inf,erences about the varior
the given document image.

Tbc Control Structure
The confrol structurc for the expert

inference engine which uses the khor
unarnbiguous inferences about the

three levels ofrules.
If the data from the initial segmentation

sufficient for an unambiguous intt
imase, then the system decides toimage, then the system decides
siven imaee. Thus. anv furthergiven image. Thus, any

structurc determinqs the order in whi
in order to test various conditions

that are required are progressively i
of the inference engine. These oE

blocks in a give,n document image. The
rule-based, and contains two levtls of n
Stategy Rules. These rules
document image, and decide when i
tlre image has been obtained- The ir
down approach in arriving at its so
-space_is,not,very large, and a lot of
knowledge base) about the domain.
prccess is used by the control structue.

The nrles comprising ttre inference
terms of predicates in first-order predi

knowledge about the general characterir
images. These rules are expressed in ternr
order predicate logic. Tht rules in the
Krcwledge rules. These rules defrne the I
expected ofthe usual components ofa
usual relationships betrreen such coml
usual relationships, e.g., the title being abo
the absEzct being above the fint paragraph
being at the bottom of the page, 

-erc. -are 
t

documents. Intrinsic prop-erties, like thd
ratio for ha-lf-tone figurei in the image
corresponding ratio for text, are also fir

be focus-of-attenrian rules or meta-rulet
given stage of the analysis, control rules
relevant knowledge rules for footnotes h
whether the given block is a footnote.
the search in a more general way, i.e.,
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is. Thus, the success of each of these rules
towards that hypothesis. If the total evidence
tle successful rules is sufficiently high, then the

i.T*:a tg be 
!r.ue_, a$ the nexr srage in the

."T th".n be tackledwith the assumptioir-ttit iiiJ
has been confirmed. To deal'with ,*h ;

Koowledge Rule in the system is given a ;erhi"de between 0 and t. When the do*6dgt;le;& characteristics of , 
"".ad tp;"f bl8;k;

values for all the rule-s ttrat succeed are
9T.r* .4r: obtained indicite; n; ;;;t ;ty-i;";,

obtained from the conftol rule whichirivoked
rules. This certainty factor is used for thi

:r{Eing the.conclusions aiany giren stagi so tiiai
Hy-cmclusions can be e*aminfr in rurtfliiaetail
t_EIy g|:. git has the.effect oiilki";Gwe efficien! thus reducing execution tiri"i"

EtT rl us-ing prod-uction rules to representtE boen the topic of discussion among manv AI

! p t followed-at any given time for analyzing the
.rrlf, rrEans that the strategy rules determine what the

-cTti@of 
thecontrolru6i will 6e.

ibn of Uncertaintyq*m has to deal with many situations where an d nrles, rather than a single rute, rcnas ireaenie to

, 
,thQ prdspects of tangible results are reasonably good.
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